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" Happiness is not mass
produced: it is handcrafted "

Layout | Carpentry | Cabinet-making

The atelier 1053
We are all looking for a unique
and personalized interior, but also
for a certain authenticity:
anchored in local activity,
artisanal manufacturing and
respectful of environment…
The Atelier 1053 designs and
produces custom-made furniture
and interior fittings for its private
and professional customers.

Our
history

Emmanuel Maussion has always been driven by pride and pleasure of
woodworking. After training in cabinetmaking and joinery and many years
of employment in the sector, his taste for human contact led him in 2016
to create the Atelier 1053.
Ludovic Jouneau, diagnostician mechanic, took a liking to woodworking
with his grandfather. He therefore decides to retrain in cabinetmaking and
joinery and meets Emmanuel during his training. They choose to join forces
in 2019 to develop the Atelier 1053 together.
Both sensitive to customer contact, they share the same vision of their job,
centered around people, know-how and local and environmental
commitment.

Interior
layout
The Atelier 1053 aims to find the
perfect layout for each interior.
They offer their customers tailormade support for the realization of
their interior dreams:
• Optimization of spaces
• Personalization according to their
aesthetic preferences
• Support throughout the project
until installation

"Our know-how: finding the right balance
between layout, design and material "

Examples of
realization
"We come to your home to analyze and
understand better your needs," explains
Emmanuel, "then we design the project".
From 3D illustrations, it is then produced
100% in the workshop of Atelier 1053 in
Ancenis (44).
The projects, tailor-made to be functional
and aesthetic, range from the custom kitchen
or bathroom to the complete realization of
professional fittings or even custom
furniture.
The furniture can be made in a large range of
materials: solid wood, derivatives of wood
like melamine, veneer, laminate, glass,
aluminum, steel…
For Ludovic, "this combination of materials is
also an opportunity to learn and discover by
collaborating with other professions".

From interior design to the
Rivières de France Tables
When Emmanuel and Ludovic discovered the "river" tables, an association of solid
wood and resin from the United States, a crazy dream emerged in the minds of these
two cabinetmaking lovers: adapting this manufacturing process to complete their
range of custom-made furniture with custom-made, aesthetic and eco-friendly river
tables for living and dining rooms.
For more than a year, they tested
different solutions: they varied the
woods, resins, structure, until they
found the perfect combination:
• Wood from local sawmills
• Epoxy resin from vegetal
products and natural finishing
oils suitable for a food
environment
• A specific structure to reinforce
the table and guarantee its
lifetime

The choice of materials, a majore asset
"We rummage through the sawmills to look
for atypical, very ribbed wood. This
revaluation of authentic and raw materials
guarantees the unique side of each table."
"You can find river tables from Eastern
countries, but they use very chemical
resins. We wanted to return to more
environmentally friendly products."

"Each model is unique and
even has its own name, that
of a river in France."

A local and artisanal production
All the tables are made in Ancenis
in the workshop of Atelier 1053,
respecting the manufacturing
processes and the values of the
brand.

100% unique and customizable tables
All the elements of the tables can be
personalized: dimensions, wood type, resin
color, number of castings, table feet
model...

Our values

• Listening and human care
• The rigor of our know-how
• Local dimension
• The respect of environment

Contact information
Emmanuel Maussion : 06 25 75 05 34
Ludovic Jouneau : 07 57 51 22 19
contact@atelier1053.com
www.atelier1053.com
On networks

